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As we have no test to report at this time, here’s an  interesting 

and informative article . It may be a repeated article but 

worth the read especially for new trackers in the Club. 

Rosemary is in the US so yards instead of metres but not a lot 

of difference . 

Best of Luck to everyone entering a test this Fall.. 

         

                  Track Laying Skills   By Rosemary Janoch 

There are several reasons to develop good track laying skills. If you have 

ever put in a blind track for someone, you certainly know how important it 

is to have these skills. A blind track has no flags, clothespins, or other mark-

ers to indicate where the legs are or to pinpoint the turns. A blind track is 

the type of track you run at a tracking test. There are two start flags and 

nothing else, or, in the case of an advanced tracking test, one start flag and 

nothing else. 

You need to develop good tracking laying skills so you can effectively help 

your dog during a training session. In order to help your dog, you must 

know precisely where the track is located. Since losing a favorite article is 

no fun, either, you have still another reason to always know exactly where 

the track goes. 

When you become really comfortable with laying track, I suggest that you 

use your track laying skills to volunteer at a local tracking test. Clubs are 

always looking for workers so this will certainly make you a very popular 

individual. On a more personal level, though, there is no greater thrill than 

watching a hard-working team pass on a track that you put in, unless you 

count watching your own dog pass a test! 

Although several track laying skills are needed, walking in a straight line is 

one of the most important ones to master. Most of us don’t normally walk in 

a straight line. Have you ever heard of someone being lost in the woods and 

walking around in circles? In actuality, that is what most of us would do. 

Generally, we have one leg just slightly shorter than the other, or we favor 

one leg a little because of a bad knee. Whatever the reason, very few of us 

naturally walk in a straight line. Consequently, we need help. Lining up two 

objects in the distance will keep most of us walking in a straight line. For 

example, keep two telephone poles lined up with one exactly behind the 

other. If the pole in the back appears, you have changed course. Realign the 

two poles so the one is hidden, and you will once again be walking in a 

straight line. 

If you cannot see anything in the distance that is distinctive, be systematic 

in how you look at what is in front of you. If you are looking at woods and 

all the trees look the same to you, start looking at the tree tops. Look for a 

dip in a tree that stands taller than the others, or a funny shape that you will 

remember . If you see nothing at the top of the trees, lower your eyes and 

look into the trees. Is there a distinctive gap between two trees, a bare tree 

or branch that is very noticeable, or a bird’s nest? 



 

If you still see nothing distinctive, look at the base of the trees. Try to find a bush there, a distinctive tree trunk ,a 

fallen branch, or a log on the ground to aim at as you walk.  

Whatever it is that you find, it must be unique enough that you are certain you can find it again in 30 minutes, or 

three hours, when you return to run a dog on the track. 

Be wary of relying on colors and shadows to help you walk in a straight line. Colors and shadows can change in a 

matter of minutes, so unless you are going to run the track immediately, avoid using them as field markers. Also be 

cautious of flowering plants if you plot the track early in the morning and don’t plan on running it until much later. 

That single yellow flower that is sitting out in the middle of the field all by itself and which seems like such a perfect 

field marker might be joined by 30 or 40 other yellow flowers when you return hours later to run the track. 

Another necessary track laying skill is knowledge of yardage walked. Too many trackers overestimate their yardage. 

I have had individuals come to me for certification and tell me that my track was the longest one they had ever run. 

Often, that is because my 475 yard track is a lot longer than their 475 yard track. 

To get an idea of how many steps you need to walk to go 100 yards, drive to your local high school on a Sunday af-

ternoon and count your steps as you walk along the edge of the football field. Now turn around and count again as 

you walk back. Did you count the same number of paces in both directions? If not, take an average of the two and 

this would be a fair estimate of how many steps, or paces, you need to walk to cover 100 yards in mowed grass. If 

you can find some higher vegetation nearby where you can walk parallel to the football field, count your paces there 

and you will see that it takes you more steps to cover the same distance when the cover is high. If you cannot find 

any higher cover near the football field, try borrowing a range finder from a friend (a golfing fanatic would be likely 

to have one) and go out to your usual tracking field. Have your friend stand still, and you walk out to what you be-

lieve is 100 yards in the cover. Have your friend use the range 

finder to tell you how far you actually are from where you started. Often, trackers find they are significantly short of 

the 100 yards they thought they walked. 

The problem with walking too short a track compounds itself when you move on to doing TDX tracks. Let’s say for 

instance, that your 100 yard leg is, in fact, only 85 yards. When you put in an 800 yard training track for your dog, 

he is actually only doing 680 yards because of your short yardage count. Let’s imagine that he is successful with that 

track, though, and so you decide to enter him in a TDX test. You enter a test where the judges put in a 980 yard TDX 

track. Remember, however, that your dog is only comfortable doing 680 yards. Where is he supposed to find the ex-

tra stamina and motivation to finish the last 300 yards of that 980 yard track? 

The problem with walking too short a track compounds itself when you move on to doing TDX tracks. Let’s say for 

instance, that your 100 yard leg is, in fact, only 85 yards. When you put in an 800 yard training track for your dog, 

he is actually only doing 680 yards because of your short yardage count. Let’s imagine that he is successful with that 

track, though, and so you decide to enter him in a TDX test. You enter a test where the judges put in a 980 yard TDX 

track. Remember, however, that your dog is only comfortable doing 680 yards. Where is he supposed to find the ex-

tra stamina and motivation to finish the last 300 yards of that 980 yard track? 

You should devise a method for keeping track of your yardage as you lay the track. Some folks write the yardage 

down leg by leg on their maps. I tend to not care how long each leg is as long as the overall track has 300 yards or 

800 yards or whatever the total length of track is that I want to have for that day. I use brightly colored clothespins to 

mark my track through woods and high cover, and I will take one of those clothespins and attach it to the strap of my 

tracking bag for each 100 yards I walk. If I want an 800 yard track today and I have been walking for some time, I 

simply count how many clothespins are on my bag. If there are only six of them, I know I need to walk another 200 

yards before I drop the last article. 

 



If you don’t like writing the yardage down on a piece of paper, and you don’t like the idea of clipping clothespins to 

your jacket, come up with some other way to keep a record of how far you have walked. As a judge, I have learned to 

jot down the yardage the moment I stop in the field on plotting day. Do not talk to anyone, ask a question, answer a 

question, or confer with the other judge about the track’s configuration, until you have written down your count. It 

will save you a lot of frustration when you find out you can’t discuss something and remember your count at the same 

time. 

Being able to make a 90 degree turn is another worthwhile skill, although I do not consider it to be as important as the 

first two skills of walking a straight line and knowing your yardage. Your dog must do 90 degree turns in a tracking 

test, however, so it is good to practice them on a regular basis. I have seen individuals use compasses, mirrors, edges 

of notebooks, and outstretched arms to decide what constitutes a 90 degree turn. Whatever works for you is fine, but 

get another tracker’s opinion from time to time to be sure you are making an honest turn. 

The reason I don’t feel this skill is terribly important is because I expose my dog to all sorts of turns. I regularly plot 

tracks with open turns, right turns, and acute turns. If my dog can do all types of turns, then there is no need to focus 

specifically on 90 degree turns when I am preparing to enter a test. 

What I consider to be far more important is to know exactly where my turns are located. I like to be able to spot a turn 

from a distance. I do not like to have to be directly on the turn to see the little blue flower or the gray flat stone that I 

used for a turn marker. I cannot learn to read a new dog’s “loss of track” indication if I cannot tell where the turn is 

before the dog gets to it. That is why I like to see a turn marker from a distance. I use distinctive bushes, ground cover 

changes, tall weeds, or a unique clump of grass easily seen from 20-30 yards away as markers. 

Too many inexperienced trackers decide how long a leg will be before they walk it. They decide they want a 100 yard 

leg, and they turn at 100 yards no matter what is there at the turn. I prefer to approximate the length of the leg and let 

the field tell me when to turn. For example, if I want the leg to be about 100 yards long, I will start looking for a dis-

tinctive turn marker at around 50-60 yards. If I see a large clump of Queen Anne Lace placed directly ahead of me, 

that is where I will make my turn. The leg might end up being only 87 yards long, or it might be 109 yards long. I 

don’t let the yardage get in the way of my finding good field markers and knowing exactly where my track is at all 

times. If the turn marker you decide to use is a bush or a tree, I would not recommend turning precisely there. I would 

turn a little after it to prevent the dog from tangling the lead around the turn marker as he casts for the new direction of 

the track.  

You also need to be aware of scenting conditions at a turn. Turning in a swale just because you know you will be able 

to find the turn might not be such a good idea if your dog has to struggle to find the new direction of the track. By all 

means, turn in a swale, or in a patch of mint for that matter, if that is the lesson you want to teach your dog today, but 

don’t turn there just because it is a location you will remember. Be sure the objective for the day is clear in your mind 

before you lay the track.  



I realize that many individuals find it easier to put in tracks when man-made objects are nearby and can be readily used 
as markers. Telephone poles, street signs, and traffic signs can all be used to help walk a track . As you gain experience, 
however, you will become more comfortable with laying tracks in less developed areas. Mother Nature provides a pleth-
ora of field markers if you just take the time to look around. If you consistently put your flags on your left side, consider 
using natural markers in the field as substitute flags. You can often find three or four natural markers like bushes or tall 
weeds that more or less line up in a row for you. Walk a leg of your track keeping those markers on your left side as you 
pass them just as you would if they were flags. You don’t have to put artificial markers like clips or flags on the track 
then, which sometime distract dogs, if you have natural markers acting like flags. In the case of a blind track, where you 
are not using any artificial markers at all, natural markers that line up in a row make it very easy to tell whether or not 
the dog is on the track. If I am approaching something like a bush or tree that I must go around, I try to be consistent 
throughout the track on which side I will walk. If I always walk on the left side, then when the dog approaches the object 
hours later I don’t have to wonder which side I went on. I know it was the left. The next time I lay a track for that dog, I 
will be sure to go to the right of everything so that the dog does not learn to simply go to the left of obstructions. The 
point I am trying to make is that you can eliminate the guess work and make tracks easier to remember out in the field 
with just a little prior planning.  

If you know the field is filled with thorn bushes or thistles plan a route around the worst of them rather than right 
through them. If you use the same fields over and over again, you will soon learn the places to avoid, and the easiest 
paths to follow. I am not suggesting, however, that you avoid every little bit of “tough going” that is out there. You want 
to expose even young dogs to a physical challenge from time to time so that they don’t quit when faced with some nasty 
cover at a test. Judges do not intentionally take handlers and dogs through raspberry bushes, but sometimes there is just 
no other way to get from here to there except through those bushes, so be prepared and have a dog that is willing to go 
where the track leads. To avoid problems when laying tracks, I would suggest you plan how you will enter the field and 
how you will exit it before you take one step onto the field. If you are planning on a TDX track for your dog, also plan 
how the cross track layers will get in and out before you begin walking. Pay attention to the wood line. Is it coming in 
toward you on one side? That might leave you with too little space to finish your track. Perhaps you need to start the 
track on that side and finish it on the other. The final skill you need is, of course, to remember where you dropped the 
glove. This is especially important if you are laying a blind track for another handler and the dog fails. Your track laying 
skills will come back to haunt you if they are weak, so be sure you know where you are on the track at all times, and es-
pecially know where you dropped the glove. For those rare occasions when the glove is missing, remember to carry a 
spare article with you and drop it for the dog so that he gets a reward for all his hard work. Some little animal is probably 
sleeping nice and warm in their den on top of your glove. Expect random set backs like this from time to time when you 
lay track. If you are not yet totally comfortable laying blind tracks, I would suggest that you do the following exercise. 
Lay a blind track without using any artificial markers. This is strictly a track for you, so do not run a dog on it. Drop a 
golf ball, or some other small object that you wouldn’t mind losing if you can’t find it later, on each corner of the track 
and drop a glove at the end. After several hours, use your map and your track laying skills to walk the track to find each 
of the golf balls and the glove. This track laying exercise will give you practice in laying blind tracks and, if you are suc-
cessful in finding all the dropped objects, will give you the confidence to lay a blind track for a friend. Yes, you will look 
a little weird out there walking around by yourself, but we trackers are a weird bunch anyway. None of us will laugh at 
you. We’ve all been there ourselves.  

I realize that many individuals find it easier to put in tracks when man-made objects are nearby and can be readily used 
as markers. Telephone poles, street signs, and traffic signs can all be used to help walk a track . As you gain experience, 
however, you will become more comfortable with laying tracks in less developed areas. Mother Nature provides a pleth-
ora of field markers if you just take the time to look around. If you consistently put your flags on your left side, consider 
using natural markers in the field as substitute flags. You can often find three or four natural markers like bushes or tall 
weeds that more or less line up in a row for you. Walk a leg of your track keeping those markers on your left side as you 
pass them just as you would if they were flags. You don’t have to put artificial markers like clips or flags on the track 
then, which sometime distract dogs, if you have natural markers acting like flags. In the case of a blind track, where you 
are not using any artificial markers at all, natural markers that line up in a row make it very easy to tell whether or not 
the dog is on the track. If I am approaching something like a bush or tree that I must go around, I try to be consistent 
throughout the track on which side I will walk. If I always walk on the left side, then when the dog approaches the object 
hours later I don’t have to wonder which side I went on. I know it was the left. The next time I lay a track for that dog, I 
will be sure to go to the right of everything so that the dog does not learn to simply go to the left of obstructions. The 
point I am trying to make is that you can eliminate the guess work and make tracks easier to remember out in the field 
with just a little prior planning.  

If you know the field is filled with thorn bushes or thistles plan a route around the worst of them rather than right 
through them. If you use the same fields over and over again, you will soon learn the places to avoid, and the easiest 
paths to follow. I am not suggesting, however, that you avoid every little bit of “tough going” that is out there. You want 
to expose even young dogs to a physical challenge from time to time so that they don’t quit when faced with some nasty 
cover at a test. Judges do not intentionally take handlers and dogs through raspberry bushes, but sometimes there is just 
no other way to get from here to there except through those bushes, so be prepared and have a dog that is willing to go 
where the track leads. To avoid problems when laying tracks, I would suggest you plan how you will enter the field and 
how you will exit it before you take one step onto the field. If you are planning on a TDX track for your dog, also plan 
how the cross track layers will get in and out before you begin walking. Pay attention to the wood line. Is it coming in 
toward you on one side? That might leave you with too little space to finish your track. Perhaps you need to start the 
track on that side and finish it on the other. The final skill you need is, of course, to remember where you dropped the 
glove. This is especially important if you are laying a blind track for another handler and the dog fails. Your track laying 
skills will come back to haunt you if they are weak, so be sure you know where you are on the track at all times, and es-
pecially know where you dropped the glove. For those rare occasions when the glove is missing, remember to carry a 
spare article with you and drop it for the dog so that he gets a reward for all his hard work. Some little animal is probably 
sleeping nice and warm in their den on top of your glove. Expect random set backs like this from time to time when you 
lay track. If you are not yet totally comfortable laying blind tracks, I would suggest that you do the following exercise. 
Lay a blind track without using any artificial markers. This is strictly a track for you, so do not run a dog on it. Drop a 
golf ball, or some other small object that you wouldn’t mind losing if you can’t find it later, on each corner of the track 
and drop a glove at the end. After several hours, use your map and your track laying skills to walk the track to find each 
of the golf balls and the glove. This track laying exercise will give you practice in laying blind tracks and, if you are suc-
cessful in finding all the dropped objects, will give you the confidence to lay a blind track for a friend. Yes, you will look 
a little weird out there walking around by yourself, but we trackers are a weird bunch anyway. None of us will laugh at 
you. We’ve all been there ourselves.  



CCTC Members’ Brags.. 

                                        “Lily” 

Conasauga Copper Lily SX CGN Virtual Home manners Puppy. 

Virtual Home Manners Adult. “Alphabet Challenge” her “20” 

ONE Prop Title NTD 2K-9 ETD  

               Lily got herself some Class Wins  ! 

Reserve Best - GTG, 1st-lure, Brush Hunt-3rd, Barn Hunt-3rd.  

             Owned by Lynda Rupay & Tricia Budrow 

                          “Lily” 

Conasauga Copper Lily who competed for 

the first time at the ABIDS Urban Rat Race 

trial and successfully earned her URR-RO 

title. (Urban Rat Race-Rookie Obstructed) 

She also went on to earn a leg in both URR-

Rookie Tubes and URR-Rookie Unobstruct-

ed. We then entered the Fantastic Five Chal-

lenge where the object is to find five rats in a 

very short time. Lily found 4. Awesome job 

for her first �me.  

Owned by Lynda Rupay & Tricia Budrow 

Reynard's Folly Sterling & Conasauga Copper Lily" 

just back from the Midwest JR terrier trial in Sand-

wich, Illinois. Lots of placings throughout the week-

end for both dogs but I am most proud of Lily win-

ning Barn Hunt Champion and Reserve Brush Hunt 

Champion with the fastest times. Sterling won Vet-

eran Champion Certificate GTG on Saturday and 

then Veteran Reserve GTG Champion on Sunday. 

Sterling won 1st and second place in his Rally 

events and went on to win "High Score Rally Cham-

pion" of the weekend and a very nice chair for me. 

Thank you to all of the volunteers. We couldn't have 

this much fun without you.  



CCTC Members’ Brags.. 

                                     “Gus” 

             CH. Boru’s The Majestic for Nimrod ITD 

 “Gus” earned his Intermediate Trick Title  ITD June 17/23 

 Aug. 26/23 Gus finished his  Conformation Championship !                                “Aurum” 

            Boru’s Legend of El Dorado ITD 

  “Aurum” earned his Intermediate Trick Title  

                        June 19/23 at 7 months 

                   Owned by Jasmine Evans 

                                 “Nash” 

Can. Ch UKC CA Hellwigg's Firestorm CGN RI         

SDIN SDN VN TT PCD 

      “Nash” passed his Temperament Test (TT) 

                   June 2/23 in Kingston. 

 “Nash” also earned his Rally Intermediate Title (RI)                               

on July 15/23 and his PCD on July 16/23 

                   Owned by Adrienne Almey 



      “The Brodie Boys” 

CCTC Members’ Brags.. 

                                 “Angus” 

U-CH UR01 Can CH Gowrielea's You're In My Heart                             

RI NS SDIN SDN Am RI.  

“Angus” earned his CKC Instinct Scent Title SDIN and also 

his Novice Scent Detection Title SDN on July 1st, 2023 

                       Owned by Sandy Brodie 

                                     “Jamie” 

Can CH, U-CH Gowrielea's Scottish Glory RI, NS, WC, VN, 

SDIN, SDN, Am RI.  

 

“Jamie” got his CKC Scent Detection instinct title (SDIN) and 

his CKC Novice Scent Detection title (SDN) on June 2/23 

                        Owned by Sandy Brodie  

                                      “Stirling” 

Can GCh/UKC CH, URO2, SN, AHD Gowrielea's Scots Wha 

Hae CGN, RE, CD ATD, SDIN, SDO, VE, GRCC VCI 

Am .CCA, RI, TKA, CD-V 

“Stirling” earned his UKC Superior vehicle search Title (SV)                        

which gave him the UKC Superior Nosework title  (SN) 

                        Owned by Sandy Brodie 



                                    “Keely” 

         BPISS MBPIG GCH Castlegar Elliquin  

                       On An Even Keel 

“Keely” wins Best Puppy in Group for her last day as 

a puppy at the Grey Bruce KC show on Aug. 8/23 

then she finished her Grand Championship at the 

Markham Show on Aug. 21/23 

              Owned by Maryke Warwick  

                Handled by Marie-P Babin 

                              “Zach” 

UKC NC NI AC CH. Vomgussaroff Victory Lap 

“Zach” earned his Conformation Championship 

Owner handled on Aug. 23/23 at Markham Show. 

             Owned by Eileen Fisher 



                              “Ella-Mae” 

FC Gabriella Mae von Lowenherz TD JE RATO AS VN SDIN 

      “Ella Mae” earned her Scent Detection Instinct title  

                        On Aug. 20/23 (SDIN) 

                     Owned by Pamela Burns 

                            “Ella-Mae” 

“Ella Mae” earned her BHA Open Barn Hunt title 

(RATO) and placed third out of 12 dogs. She got 

to run her first senior leg and just missed qualify-

ing. Not to be outdone, Lieder earned a second 

place in the same class as EM, so he was a couple 

of seconds faster than Ella Mae (he's gloating a 

bit). Not bad for a 12 yr old! Overall just a great 

day, a superbly run event and I learned so much 

about handling for a senior barn hunt.  

                                “Lieder” 

TCH Lieder von Lowenherz, RN UTDX VN JE SX RATA 

Rats Canada NBRH NBAR ITL MBRH AKC Field CH. TD 

Owned by Pamela Burns  



                             “Whistle” 

  U-NN AE AC AV SC SE  GCH Elliquin Whistlin' Thru  

            TDX RE CDI WC SDO VE CGN HIC 

“Whistle” earned her Advanced Vehicle AV title and  in Mas-

ter Exterior She was High in Trial at 13 1/2  years of age. !!!  

                 Owned by Maryke Warwick 

                             “Piper 

BPIS U-NN AV SE CH. Elliquin's Pipin' Aboard 

CD RN TD SX SDE VA Advanced Vehicle AV                         

and Superior Excellent title (SE) Sept. 4/23 

              Owned by Maryke Warwick 

                                “Keely” 

   NE NV GCH. Castlegar  Elliquin On An Even Keel  

 Sept.2-4/23 at the Maple Leaf KC Nosework trial in 

Belleville “Keely” earned her Novice Exterior title NE 

and her Novice Vehicle title NV 

                     Owned by Maryke Warwick 



 CCTC Members’ Brags.. 
                                “Bonny” 

   UKC CH. CKC CH. Bonny Vom Steinkreuz O     

                      TD NS CGN UTD SDIN 

“Bonny” earned her Scent Detection Instinct Title    

                    (SDIN)  on May 1/23  

    Conformation Championship Title  June 4/23 

       Owned by Vladimir and Olga Semechko 

                                   “Aya” 

            CH. Vomgussaroff's Aya Corona Borealis  

“Aya” earned her Conformation Championship June 4/23 

           Owned by Vladimir and Olga Semechko 

                                     “Levon” 

 UKC NI NE  GCH. Castlegar Autumwynd He Shall Be Levon 

                   PCD RI SDIN SDO TD AS VE 

“Levon” earned his Advanced Sprinter Title  (AS) July 16/23 

which earned him a Versatility Advanced (VA) & with the SDO  

      it also earned him a Versatility Excellent Title (VE) 

Aug. 13/23 earned Excellent Containers  CKC Scent Detection. 

                               Owned by Marie-P Babin 



    CCTC Members’ Brags..                                “Solana” 

             NE Reynard’s Folly Solana NS  

Solana with her first UKC Vehicle Title and a 

pass in Novice Exterior  NE which she earned on 

Sunday 3rd September at the Maple Leaf Trial. 

                           “Casey” 

UKC NN AN SE OTCHX Longgun’s Sharp 

Shooter VA SX RA CGN IPS AGIS JH AGNJ 

WC SDE  

Casey earned an Advanced Vehicle pass which 

gave him a Vehicle title AV plus the Advanced 

Nose work Title AN . Casey also passed the Su-

perior Exterior which earned him the Exterior 

title SE and passed the Vehicle superior  

                  Owned by Anne Whan 

                                                                      “Elroy” & Levon 

UKC CH. U-RO3 AN AHD SC SI GCHB. OTCH. Castlegar Elroy At Autumwynd CGN RM HIC SX  SDI SDC SDX 

SDM TT VS , AKC RN NTD 

Elroy passed in Advanced Exterior for his AE title and also in two Advanced Vehicle searches for the title (AV) with a                  

High in Trial to finish the title  Advanced Nosework (AN) on Sept.2/23 

           UKC NI NE NV GCH. Castlegar Autumwynd He Shall Be Levon  PCD RI SDIN SDO TD AS VE 

                     Levon was entered in Novice vehicle and passed both trials for his Title NV 

                                                                  Owned by Marie-P Babin 



 CCTC Members’ Brags... 

                                    “Daniel” 

U-AV TCH. Signet Double O Seven HDN RA CGN VN 

VIP-VCX 

“Daniel” earned his Rally Advanced Title (RA) July 15/23 

       which earned him a Versatility Novice Title (VN)   

            VIP-Versatility Excellent Certificate  (VCX) 

 At UKC trial, Sept. 2/23 he earns his NV (Novice vehicle 

Title) He also earned his (Advanced Vehicle title) AV on 

Sept. 3/23 

                      Owned by Wendy McCullough 

                             “Saphira” 

U-NC NV Signet Rhapsody in Blue TD UTD CGN 

VN VIP-VC 

“Saphira” earned her CGN Title on June 17/23  and 

now has her Versatility Novice Title (VN) and her VIP

– Novice Certificate VIP-VC 

  At the UKC Nosework trial in Belleville, she earned  

her (U-NV) Novice vehicle title) on Sept. 3/23   

              Owned by Wendy McCullough 



                           “Myles” 

             Hawthorn Myles To Go  

                Born April 26th. 2023 

   Cassie now has a new little brother who  

    will join in on some tracking with her. 

              Owned by Laura McKay. 

    New Little Trackers…. 

                            “Blue” 

    Von Wendelin  (name to be decided) 

           German Shepherd Dog  

               Born on June 24/23 

          Owned by Connie Gavin 



                        On Aug.25,2023 we sadly lost a long time Club Member. 

                        Helena Tracz had been a member of CCTC since 2006.  

She lived in Owen Sound by the beautiful Georgian Bay with her beloved English Cocker Spaniels. 

Helena had moved to Thunder Bay a couple years ago because of her health and to be closer to family. 

She was also a member of the Grey Bruce  Kennel and Obedience Club for many years .  

She competed in Obedience to the top levels and had Obedience Trial Champions. 

Helena also loved  tracking with her English Cockers and had tracking titles in field and urban. 

She will be missed by many.. May she Rest in Peace.. 

 

Helena was presented with an Honorary membership  

certificate from the Club when she could no longer 

track with her dogs. 


